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Grade 3 � Central Library
Related State Content Standards

English-Language Arts

READING

1.0 Word Analysis, Fluency, and Systematic Vocabulary Development

Decoding and Word Recognition
1.1 Know and use complex word families when reading (e.g., -ight) to decode 

unfamiliar words.
1.2  Decode regular multisyllabic words.
1.3  Read aloud narrative and expository text ß uently and accurately and with 

appropriate pacing, intonation, and expression.

Vocabulary and Concept Development
1.4 Use knowledge of antonyms, synonyms, homophones, and homographs to 

determine the meanings of words.
1.5 Demonstrate knowledge of levels of speciÞ city among grade-appropriate words 

and explain the importance of these relations (e.g., dog/mammal/animal/
living things).

1.6 Use sentence and word context to Þ nd the meaning of unknown words.
1.7 Use a dictionary to learn the meaning and other features of unknown words.
1.8  Use knowledge of preÞ xes (e.g., un-, re-, pre-, bi-, mis-, dis-) and sufÞ xes 

(e.g., -er, -est, -ful) to determine the meaning of words.

2.0 Reading Comprehension

Structural Features of Informational Materials
2.1 Use titles, tables of contents, chapter headings, glossaries and indexes to 

locate information in text.

Comprehension and Analysis of Grade-Level-Appropriate Text
2.2 Ask questions and support answers by connecting prior knowledge with literal 

information found in, and inferred from, the text.
2.3 Demonstrate comprehension by identifying answers in the text.
2.4 Recall major points in the text and make and modify predictions about 

forthcoming information.
2.5 Distinguish the main idea and supporting details in expository text.
2.6 Extract appropriate and signiÞ cant information from the text, including 

problems and solutions.
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3.0 Literary Response and Analysis

Structural Features of Literature
3.1  Distinguish common forms of literature (e.g., poetry, drama, Þ ction, 

nonÞ ction).

Narrative Analysis of Grade-Level-Appropriate Text
3.2  Comprehend basic plots of classic fairy tales, myths, folktales, legends, and 

fables from around the world.
3.3  Determine what characters are like by what they say or do and by how the 

author or illustrator portrays them.
3.4  Determine the underlying theme or author�s message in Þ ction and nonÞ ction 

text.
3.5  Recognize the similarities of sounds in words and rhythmic patterns (e.g., 

alliteration, onomatopoeia) in a selection.
3.6  Identify the speaker or narrator in a selection.

WRITING

1.0 Writing Strategies

Research
1.3  Understand the structure and organization of various reference materials (e.g., 

dictionary, thesaurus, atlas, encyclopedia).

LISTENING AND SPEAKING

1.0 Listening and Speaking Strategies

 Comprehension
1.4  Identify the musical elements of literary language (e.g., rhymes, repeated 

sounds, instances of onomatopoeia).

Visual Arts

1.0 Artistic Perception
 Processing, Analyzing, and Responding to Sensory Information Through the Language 

and Skills Unique to the Visual Arts

 Students perceive and respond to works of art, objects in nature, events, and 
the environment. They also use the vocabulary of the visual arts to express their 
observations.

Develop Perceptual Skills and Visual Arts Vocabulary
1.1 Perceive and describe rhythm and movement in works of art and in the 

environment.
1.2 Describe how artists use tints and shades in painting.
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1.3 Identify and describe how foreground, middle ground, and background are used 
to create the illusion of space.

Analyze Art Elements and Principles of Design
1.5  Identify and describe elements of art in works of art, emphasizing line, color, 

shape/form, texture, space, and value.

 3.0  Historical and Cultural Context
Understanding the Historical Contributions and Cultural Dimensions of the Visual Arts

 
 Students analyze the role and development of the visual arts in past and present 

cultures throughout the world, noting human diversity as it relates to the visual arts 
and artists.

 Role and Development of the Visual Arts
3.2  Identify artists from his or her own community, county, or state and discuss 

local or regional art traditions.
3.3  Distinguish and describe representational, abstract, and nonrepresentational 

works of art.

Diversity of the Visual Arts
3.4 Identify and describe objects of art from different parts of the world observed 

in visits to a museum or gallery (e.g., puppets, masks, containers).

4.0 Aesthetic Valuing
Responding to, Analyzing, and Making Judgments About Works in the Visual Arts

Students analyze, assess, and derive meaning from works of art, including their own,
according to the elements of art, the principles of design, and aesthetic qualities.

Derive Meaning
4.1 Compare and contrast selected works of art and describe them, using 

appropriate vocabulary of art.

5.0 Connections, Relationships, Applications
 Connecting and Applying What Is Learned in the Visual Arts to Other Art Forms and 

Subject Areas and to Careers

Students apply what they learned in the visual arts across subject areas. They develop
competencies and creative skills in problem solving, communication, and management
of time and resources that contribute to lifelong learning and career skills. They also
learn about careers in and related to the visual arts.

Career and Career-Related Skills
5.4 Describe how artists (e.g., architects, book illustrators, muralists, industrial 

designers) have affected people�s lives.


